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STATE FARM BUREAU HEADQUARTERS

FARM BUREAU FARM NEWS

Since 1911, the Farm Bureau has been leading all farm organizations in representing the interests of the American farmer.

500 Diary and Live Stock Representatives

At The College.

RECEIT TEST BEST YEARS
Schedule is 28 Counties Per Year, Says Dr. T. S. Rich.

Richland, Nebraska—Tobacco is grown in Richland

state is a leader in tobacco production and is also a notable producer of corn and soybeans. The county has a population of over 20,000 people and an area of 1,287 square miles.
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Reapportionment

Most important to the American voters when they go to the polls in November will be the proposed reapportionment amendment which it appears will be put before the district representatives for vote in both House and Senate strictly according to population.

The proposed amendment was recently withdrawn and placed on the ballot by Detroit politicians, who would turn reapportionment to their particular advantage. They want a working majority in the Senate.

We believe in a reapportionment that will be fair to all Michigan and not place out-state Michigan at the mercy of one or several large city groups of politicians, or treat Detroit and other large cities in a similar manner.

Perhaps a reapportionment which would assign seats in the House according to population, and seats in the Senate on a modified area basis, among all the counties is the answer. That arrangement solved for Congress the same question which is involved in the proposed reapportionment amendment.

The reapportionment amendment on the November ballot is not for the people of Michigan or the Mecosta or other state. It should be voted down.

Russia Selling Us Short?

Sensational has been the charge made in recent days by Sec'y Arthur M. Hyde of the U.S. Department of Agriculture that Soviet Russia has been selling millions of bushels of wheat short in the Chicago market. He cited the action with further depressing the price of wheat to American farmers.

Mr. Hyde said that the Chicago Board of Trade should demand that the Chinese Government of the Chicago Board of Trade to invest all the produce of China, a Tributary.

Mr. Hyde is supported in his charge by Alex Lea of the Federal Reserve Bank for Buffalo, who recently presided at a conference of the Bankers at New York, which decided that the American wheat market is in condition to demand the sale of the products of China, a Tributary.

Mr. Hyde has demanded that the Board of Trade take action to protect the American wheat market against Russian manipulations. The Board of Trade started an investigation, then halted it, asking for more definite information from the Department of Agriculture. In return, Sec'y Hyde hinted further regulation of the wheat prices if it gets busy.

Difficulties are being found for Russian short selling. Mr. Hyde says it may be legitimate hedging, and it may be a buying down of prices to spread discount. He says that he feels that Russian short selling may make it impossible for Russia to deliver the wheat short except at a loss. Graham says that Russian short selling may result from their requirement in order to make it possible for the transaction to be completed, and therefore, the transaction will finally end up.

May not, according to Agricultural Journal, the Russian Government be helping furtherto depress our market five cents per bushel, to our farmers' short sales were not significant in the Chicago market.

Hard Times?

We are told that the cost of living has been rising. It is a matter of fact that the cost of living of bread is about the same. The cost of living of eggs, bread, and pork has increased very much. But the cost of living of meat is not the same as it was. The cost of living of eggs is not the same as it was. The cost of living of pork is not the same as it was.
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Our Kitchen Laboratory

How to Remove Stains

Cherry Juice: Stain from cherries is removed by sprinkling the clothing in rice flour and rubbing it in. Let it stand for a few hours, then wash off with water.

Coffee Oil: Place a piece of raw coffee in some soap suds and rub the stain until it is removed.

Chocolate of Cocoa Stains: Stain from chocolate may be removed by sprinkling with flour and washing in the usual way.

Milk: Milk stains may be removed by placing the clothing over a piece of hot coal or in a pint of boiling water.

Our Kitchen Laboratory is open for business! All those who need help in solving household problems are invited to consult us. We are here to assist you. Please come in and ask about any problem you may have.

Our Kitchen Laboratory is open for business! All those who need help in solving household problems are invited to consult us. We are here to assist you. Please come in and ask about any problem you may have.

Remove the stains as soon as possible, and keep them in the sun if possible. Stains often disappear if hung in the sun and hung in the wind. Prevent stains from developing by wearing protective clothing. Use a detergent and a liquid oxygen bleach and wash in warm water. A solution of starch and boiling water will turn blue. Or get tube of Iron Rust Soap at the drug store.

Favorite Recipes

APPLE SAUCE CAKE
Cake together 1 cup sugar, 1 cup flour, 1 teaspoon baking powder, 1/2 teaspoon baking soda, 1/4 teaspoon salt, 1 cup milk, 1 egg, 1/2 cup melted butter or margarine, 1 teaspoon vanilla. Bake in a 9x9 pan at 350 degrees for 30 minutes. This is a favorite recipe!

QUART MILK BOTTLES
Break Most Easily

Washington, D.C. — The United States Department of Agriculture has recommended that the milk cartons used in the United States be broken in a more efficient way. The agency has been working on this problem for many years, and has finally come up with a solution.

The agency has been working on this problem for many years, and has finally come up with a solution. They have been experimenting with different designs, and have finally come up with a design that is both efficient and easy to break. The new design will be introduced in the United States in the near future.

This new design will be introduced in the United States in the near future. The agency has been working on this problem for many years, and has finally come up with a solution.

The Hen or Her Owner?

Prof. Student of Iowa State College says 3 days a week is needed to pay for the hen's feed.

It's not practical to trap nest; so handle your hens

WANTED, LIVE POUFLRY, EGGS

We specialize in live poultry, eggs and meat. Led eggs are available for delivery. Contact us for more information. We offer free delivery to your door.

Get A New Subscriber

Dear friend, I am writing to invite you to become a new subscriber of our publication. Our publication is dedicated to providing valuable and informative content to our readers. We believe that a new subscriber can contribute to the growth and success of our publication. Please consider becoming a new subscriber today.

Canning Tomatoes

Tomatoes are becoming more popular, but there is one thing that you should keep in mind when canning tomatoes. They are not the most valuable food because of their low nutritional value. However, they are a great source of vitamin C and can be used in a variety of dishes. They can be used in soups, salads, and sauces. It is important to use the right tools and techniques when canning tomatoes. The right tools and techniques can make the difference between a successful and failed canning project.

For canning, choose tomatoes that are firm, but not overly ripe. They should be red and have a firm texture. Choose tomatoes that are free from bruising and blemishes.

This is a great recipe for canning tomatoes. It's not practical to trap nest; so handle your hens. You can also make a delicious sauce with these tomatoes. It's not practical to trap nest; so handle your hens.
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FERTILIZED WHEAT MAKES THE PROFIT

Boz. For Income Levy, Tax Board Told

Levy, Tax Board Told

Farm Bureau members in the State are 16 votes short of the 20 votes needed to pass the income levy amendment which has been sent to the State Capitol this week for consideration.

COTTAGE INDUSTRIES

CCommunity Cottages

A community of cottages is being planned in the county for the purpose of providing a place of residence for the many people who come to the county for the summer months.

Farm Bureau Oils Are Strictly Distilled

Straight and gradual distillation of crude oils takes off the product slowly and completely. The crude product is natural in separating the various products of the crude and the simplest method of getting the very best product.

Farm Bureau oils are selected from the very best. Mid-Continent crude refined by the straight distillation process. They are paraffin-base and used for oil lamps. They do not dry and are not de-waxed. We know they will give you the service you expect from Farm Bureau products. See your local distributor and have him tell you the grade for your car or tractor. Sold in 5, 15, 20 and 30 gallon containers, and always at a fair price.